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Summary
This paper presents a novel approach to track objects from 4D Flow MRI data. A
salient feature of the proposed method is that it fully exploits the geometrical and
dynamical nature of the information provided by this imaging modality. The underly-
ing idea consists in formulating the tracking problem as a data assimilation problem,
in which both position and velocity observations are extracted from the 4D Flow
MRI data series. Optimal estate estimation is then performed in a sequential fash-
ion via Kalman filtering. The capabilities of the method are extensively assessed in
a numerical study involving synthetic and clinical data.
KEYWORDS:
4D flow MRI, data assimilation, Kalman filter.

1 INTRODUCTION

Among cardiovascular diseases, arterial aneurysms (i.e., abnormal enlargement of arteries), depict a high risk of mortality1,2.
The natural evolution of this pathology is a more or less rapid growth of the dilatation that can lead to dissection or rupture of
the arterial wall. These complications are extremely serious because of the high lethal risk. To prevent complications, surgery is
proposed in current clinical practice, consisting in the removal of the aneurysm and the replacement of that aortic section by a
synthetic tube in Dacron. The surgical decision follows guidelines3,4,5 which are solely based on the diameter of the aneurysm.
The American Society of Vascular Surgery3 recommends for instance operative repair for patients with an abdominal aor-
tic aneurysm larger than 50mm. The European guidelines for intervention, provided by the the European Heart Journal4, are
less restrictive with a threshold of 55mm. The threshold can be lower, whether the patient presents additional risk or vascular
syndromes (50mm for patients with Marfan syndrome, 45mm for those with family history of cardiovascular disorders).
Recent studies6 showed that dissection and rupture can appear even when the aortic diameter is lower than 55mm, in case of

ascending aorta aneurysms and for patients without medical history. Consequently, there is a strong clinical demand for more
robust predictive parameters of aortic aneurysm risk. Biomarkers derived from well-known parameters such as wall stiffness,
wall shear stress (WSS), inlet flow jet angle, etc. are being increasingly investigated to assess the risk of rupture of aneurysm. In
Hope et. al7, a correlation has been established between high growth rate of aortic aneurysm and abnormal flow displacement
for the BAV (biscupid aortic valve) patients.
The most convenient way to obtain those parameters is based on Phase Contrast Magnetic Resonance Imaging (PC-MRI)8,

a medical imaging modality developed in recent decades with the aim of visualizing and quantifying the blood flow in the
vasculature. In the literature, this imaging technique is also called 4D PC-MRI or 4D Flow MRI, because it includes time-
resolved slice images covering a volume of acquisition, with flow encoding. It provides both anatomical (magnitude images) and
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functional (phase images) information that enables the non invasive analysis of blood vessel hemodynamics, and consequently
the assessment of flow driven parameters of interest.Hope et. al7 demonstrate a good reproducibility of the biomarkers computed
through 4D Flow MRI. However, 4D Flow analysis requires extensive pre-processing. In particular, the extraction of the aortic
geometry at each time step of the cardiac cycle may be needed. The manual contouring of the aortic lumen takes 20-30 minutes
for each time step1 and cannot be considered as viable part in any clinical routine. It is thus necessary to develop automatic
segmentation algorithms of the aortic wall.
Note that the segmentation is to be distinguished from the reconstruction. The first aims at enhancing in the images (for

example with a binary mask or contours) pixels belonging to an organ of interest (aorta), whereas with the latter, the geometrical
configurations of this organ are extracted. For 4D Flow visualization and quantification, having a 3D geometrical configuration
is required. The common practice is to extract one 3D patient specific aortic reconstruction, based (or not) on segmentation,
and all biomarkers are calculated based on this configuration. However, more advanced parameters such as WSS are computed
through numerical simulation, due to the limited space and time resolution of 4DMRI. WSS related biomarkers are increasingly
investigated first to quantify the effect of abnormal flows, and then to localize risks of aneurysm and rupture. The first step
to evaluate WSS is to identify the wall vessel. The reconstruction is usually done from Magnetic Resonance Angiographic
sequences and results in a static geometry of the aorta. However, since the compliant aorta undergoes high vascular blood
pressure, its deformation during the cardiac cycle is not negligible, and considering a single geometry to compute time-averaged
biomarkers can yield significant error. Perinajova et al.9 studied the effect of the variability of the segmentation on the variability
of the WSS distribution, with 4D MRI and CFD. This variability of segmentation tackled in the paper is by far negligible
compared to the variability due to the time deformation of the aorta during the cardiac cycle. Consequently accurate WSS
computation during the cardiac cycle should be done with time-dependent configurations. Robust and accurate techniques have
been proposed for the time coherent segmentation of 4D MRI image sequences (anatomic series) of the aorta10, with minimal
human intervention. The surface of the aorta can be afterwards reconstructed from 4D segmentation resulting in a series of mesh
representing time configurations. It is not required for those meshes to be have point-to-point correspondence. Notable work
achieved the reconstruction of time configurations with point-to-point match, specifically for the left ventricle. In Lim et al.11,
4D reconstruction of the left ventricule is performed with point-to-point correspondance. 2D contours lines are pre-segmented
from time series of grayscale 3D images prior to applying the reconstruction. A patient specific template is reconstructed and
deformed to fit the segmented contours, using a tree-based structure. Vertex-to-vertex match is calculated based on geometrical
assumptions. Note that the twist of the ventricle is not captured. Using 4D TaggedMRI, the local deformation of the left ventricle
endocardium can be better integrated in the reconstruction in terms of material point tracking12. Tagged MRI is however limited
to organs with sufficient thickness, meaning that assessing the local deformation of the aortic wall from Tagged MRI would be
delicate.
The objective of this work is to propose a framework for object tracking from 4D Flow MRI using both geometrical and

dynamical information. To the best of our knowledge, no velocity field (as a kinematical quantity) is actually integrated in the
above mentioned studies. In particular, we propose a Kalman filter based method to reconstruct and track the aorta at every
step of the cardiac cycle. The state is composed of both the position and the velocity of the mesh points. To this end, we also
introduce an appropriate position observation operator that translates the grayscale images into a Lagrangian information.
The position observation operator that we propose extracts an aortic configuration based on the images. It mimics active

contours approaches, based on the minimization of the sum of an internal and an external energy. The internal energy is an
energy of deformation to ensure surface regularity. The external energy is often build from the gradient of image intensity. This
way of balancing attraction to image high gradient areas and a regularity constraint is the spine of active contours methods13,14.
In fact, the image intensity gradient plays the role of a local external attractive force for a prior deformable model of the object.
An internal force is formulated so as to control the elasticity and the resistance to large deformations. Active contours are
often referred in the literature as "snake" algorithm. In the seminal paper of Kass et al.13, the active contours algorithm is
initialized with a parametric spline, and the internal force is formulated with first order and second order derivative of the spline,
expressed in parametric coordinates. Since the gradient can be noisy or have some irregularities, methods have been derived
with a smoothened image gradient as in Xu et al.15. The external energy is expressed with a generalized gradient vector flow,
which presents more regularity that the image gradient.
In the literature, active contours have been combined with Kalman filtering in order to achieve robust edge detection and has

been applied for 3DCTA segmentation as in Lee et al.16 for instance, by tracking 2D contours from one slice to the other. Kalman

1There is no standard time, but it depends on the expert.
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filter has also been combined with active contours to perform 4D reconstruction of vessels from ultrasound17, by tracking the
centerline of the vessel at specific time steps. An active contour algorithm is then introduced to reconstruct the vessels from the
centerline. The reconstructed geometries are not necessarily related in terms of deformation assessment. A combination with
optical flow adds relevant dynamical information, but its efficiency is limited to images with time-independent image intensity,
and homogeneous image region. 4DMRI does not intrinsically fill those requirements. The position observation operator that
will be introduced herein shares some similarities with active contour methods.
Kalman filter is applied to estimate the Lagrangian deformations from time-resolved images and velocity as provided by

4D flow MRI. Several other algorithms tackle the time reconstruction of moving parts of the heart from time-resolved image
sequences18 12 11 using other approaches. They rely on pre-processed or pre-segmented images, and do not dispose of the richness
of the flow information (eulerian velocity field), as available in 4D MRI. The mesh point tracking, when ensured, is performed
through morphological hypotheses, image intensity or velocity approximations from complementary images with enhanced
temporal resolution. Kalman filter offers a reasonable alternative to enrich image-based reconstruction from 4DMRI magnitude
series with flow measurements, to tackle in a very natural way mesh point tracking. The geometrical observation operator is
computed progressively and does not require image pre-processing, or pre-segmented images, even if it could benefit from the
latter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the tracking problem is presented in both the continuous

and the discrete settings. The position observation operator is presented in Section 2.3.1. After a brief presentation of Kalman
filter, the proposed tracking algorithm is detailed in Section 3.2. Section 4 provides an extensive numerical assessment of this
algorithm, involving synthetic and clinical data. Finally, a summary of the results and some conclusion with perspectives are
drawn in Section 5.

2 CONTINUOUS PROBLEM AND DISCRETIZATION

For a given final time instant T > 0, let �∶ ΓR × [0, T ] ←→ ℝd describe the motion of a surface Γ(t) ∶= �(ΓR, t) ⊂ Ω, where
Ω ⊂ ℝd denotes a fixed domain and ΓR stands for the reference configuration of the surface Γ(t). This surface evolves in Ω
through the transport of the Eulerian velocity field u∶ Ω × [0, T ]→ ℝd , according to the following dynamics:

{

)t�(�, t) = u(�(�, t), t), (�, t) ∈ ΓR×]0, T ],
�(�, 0) = �0(�), � ∈ ΓR,

(1)
where �0 ∶ ΓR → ℝd stands for initial configuration of the surface (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1 Illustration of the transport of Γ(t) through the velocity field u.
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The problem considered in this paper consists in estimating the motion � from the following information (see Figure 2):
1. geometric data: a grayscale image sequence described in terms of the scalar function FM ∶ Ω × [0, T ]→ ℝ;
2. kinematic data: a measurement uM ∶ Ω × [0, T ]→ ℝd of the Eulerian velocity field u in Ω;
3. an a priori information �̃∶ ΓR × [0, T ]→ ℝd on the unknown mapping �.

The first two points correspond to the data traditionally provided by 4D flow MRI image sequences19,20.
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�(t)

FIGURE 2 The surface Γ(t) is transported by u within the domain Ω. Γ(t) is sufficiently visible on the image sequences FM and
uM is a measurement of the velocity field u.

2.1 The position observation operator from grayscale images
An observation operator of the unknown mapping � from the image data FM is proposed in this section. Grayscale intensity
images of the domain Ω provide geometrical information on the location of the surface Γ(t). In fact, moving objects on images
are usually visible and trackable to the naked eyes, at least in cases in which there is sufficient intensity contrast, and provided
that there is reasonable prior information on the position and the shape. The ability to track the surface motion is a consequence
of the fact that the contour, which identifies Γ(t), is associated with a local extremal value of the norm of the gradient of the
image intensity. This property is widely used in basic edge detection techniques. Different image filters have been developed in
order to quantify the gradient of the image intensity21,22 and thus facilitate contour segmentation. Among them, the Canny edge
detection23 proposes contour identification, since it selects candidate contours given ribbons of extremal gradient. This filter
can be limited by the image contrast, and also local inhomogeneities of image intensity inside a coherent region due to image
noise, or simply the imaging technique itself. It might thus result in artefacts in the segmentation and non-smooth geometry
reconstruction. This shows that maximizing the gradient of the image intensity does not guarantee the regularity of the boundary,
even if the boundary of the real object is smooth. For this reason, a regularizing constraint is also added in the surface position
operator that will be presented.
In what follows, ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ denotes the euclidean scalar product and ‖ ⋅ ‖, the induced norm. From now on, the space of

positive-definite symmetric matrices is referred to as d(ℝ). An element B ∈ d(ℝ) can be used to define a scalar product:
⟨x, y⟩B = xTB−1y, and the induced norm writes ‖ ⋅ ‖B. For each t ∈]0, T ], the proposed position observation operator involves
the minimization of the following functional t, defined for sufficiently regular deformation maps  ∶ ΓR → ℝd :

t( ) =
1
2 ∫
ΓR

(

−‖‖
‖

(xFM
(

 (�), t
)

‖

‖

‖

2

Bimg
+ ‖

‖

‖

 (�) − �̃(�, t)‖‖
‖

2

Bprior
+ �‖‖

‖

(�
(

 − �̃0
)

(�)‖‖
‖

2
)

d�. (2)

Here, the symbols (x, (� denote the gradient with respect to the cartesian and the curvilinear coordinates, respectively. The
mapping �̃ represents a prior on the unknown mapping �, so that the second term defines a trust region. The mapping �̃0 ∶=
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�̃(⋅, 0) accounts for a prior on �0, The matrices Bimg and Bprior, both in d(ℝ), weigh the confidence in the image gradient term,
and the confidence in the prior information, respectively. In practice, we have

Bimg ∶=


‖(xFM(⋅, t)‖2∞
Id ,

with Id the identity matrix in dimension d,  > 0 a dimensionless user-defined parameter. Bprior is a diagonal matrix whose
coefficients are given by the spacings of the image in its three spatial directions. The larger  , the more confidence is given to
the image gradient maximization. The third term of (2) is a regularization term penalizing the norm of the derivatives of the
map  − �̃0. The position observation is thus defined as  M ∶ ΓR × [0, T ]→ ℝd such that

 M(⋅, t) ∶= arg inf
 

t( (⋅)) (3)
for all t ∈]0, T ]. Minimizing t is equivalent to selecting a smooth surface among all possible surfaces resulting from the local
maximization of the image gradient around �̃, see Figure 3.
The Euler-Lagrange equations yield the following necessary condition satisfied by  M:

−(xxFM( M)B−1img(xFM( M) + B−1prior( M − �̃) − �Δ�
(

 M − �̃0
)

= 0, (4)
where the symbol ∇xxFM denotes the Hessian matrix of FM.
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<latexit sha1_base64="UGa+519ys4w5ZuOlGCXqu9ifCU8=">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</latexit>e�(⇠, t)

FIGURE 3 The position observer. On the image at t ∈ [0, T ], the maximization of the norm of the image gradient would result
in the map  with high local curvature. Among all those maps, the regularizing constraint selects  M.

Remark 1. As stated, the position observation operator behaves like an active contour method. The functional t can be decom-
posed into an image-based energy, given by the two first terms, and an internal energy with the norm of the surface gradient.
□
Obtaining the observed mapping  M directly from (4) would require to treat the non-linearity induced by the image gradient

and Hessian term. In what follows, we propose a splitting procedure which mitigates the difficulties encountered either in a
direct minimization of t or in the resolution of the Euler-Lagrange equations. Note that the two first terms of t in (2) treat
independently points on  (ΓR) while the third couples nearby points on the surface. The proposed two-step approach reads as
follows:

1. Minimization of a simplified cost functional ̃t to generate an intermediate observation  ̃M:
 ̃M(⋅, t) ∶= arg inf

 
̃t( (⋅)), (5)
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with
̃t ∶  →

1
2 ∫
ΓR

(

−‖‖
‖

(xFM( (�), t)
‖

‖

‖

2

Bimg
+ ‖

‖

‖

 (�) − �̃(�, t)‖‖
‖

2

Bprior

)

d�. (6)

2. Surface regularization that provides the end-of-step position observation  M:
 M −  ̃M − �Δ�

(

 M − �̃0
)

= 0. (7)
Some remarks are in order to motivate the above splitting approach as an alternative to (3). We have t = ̃t + , with

∶  →
1
2 ∫
ΓR

�‖‖
‖

(�
(

 − �̃0
)

(�)‖‖
‖

2 d�.

The intermediate position observation  ̃M returned by (5) does not satisfy a priori the optimality condition for t, that is,
) t( ′

M) ≠ 0. Consequently, a descent gradient method would suggest to move in the opposite direction of the gradient of t,
namely, −�() ̃ ( ̃M)+ ) ( ̃M)) = −�) ( ′

M), where here � plays the role of the step parameter. This step improves  ̃M as
minimizer of t, provided that � is sufficiently small. The second step (7) performs such a gradient descent step from  ̃M, but
with an implicit treatment of  M in the Frechet derivate term ) .

2.2 State estimation
We introduce, first, a classical variational formulation of the problem of state estimation. The misfit function reads:

1
2

T

∫
0

∫
ΓR

(

‖ M − '‖2Bpos
+ ‖uM( M) − v‖2Bvel

)

d� (8)

where '∶ ΓR × [0, T ]→ ℝd and v∶ ΓR × [0, T ]→ ℝd satisfy a regularized version of the dynamics (1)
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

)t'(�, t) = v(�, t), (�, t) ∈ ΓR×]0, T ],
)tv(�, t) = �Δ�

(

'(�, t), t) − �̃0(�)
)

, (�, t) ∈ ΓR×]0, T ],
'(�, 0) = �̃0(�), v(�, 0) = ṽ0(�), � ∈ ΓR,

(9)

�̃0 ∶ ΓR → ℝd and ṽ0 ∶ ΓR → ℝd denote the initial conditions and play the role of a control on the ' and v, in order to reach the
optimum in (8). Consequently, the misfit functional (8) depends on the initial condition (�̃0, ṽ0) through (9). Note that, since (1)
does not provide any spatial regularity to v, an elastic regularization (9)2 has been added. The matrices Bpos, Bvel ∈ 3(ℝ) have
two purposes. First, they ensure dimensionless comparison between the misfit to the position observation and the misfit to the
velocity observation. Second, Bpos and Bvel quantify the confidence in the observed mapping  M and in the observed velocity
uM( M), respectively. Hence, the optimization problem:

min
�̃0,ṽ0

1
2

T

∫
0

∫
ΓR

(

‖ M − '‖2Bpos
+ ‖uM( M) − �‖2Bvel

)

d� dt, (10)

such that
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

)t' = �,
)t� =  ('),
'(⋅, 0) = �̃0(⋅) v(⋅, 0) = v0(⋅),

(11)

and with  (') ∶= �Δ�
(

' − �̃0
).

The state estimation is presented as a space and time continuous optimization problem controlled by the initial condition. We
propose a method to solve the space and time discretized problem in the following sections.

2.3 Space discretization
We detail here the discretization of the continuous problem and the position observation operator introduced in Sections 2.2 and
2.1, respectively.
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The surface Γ(t) is discretized by means of a triangular mesh with NP points (or landmarks). The landmarks are uniquely
identified by their indices i ∈ {0,⋯ , NP−1} and the motion of the surface Γ(t) is assessed through the time-dependent positions
{qi ∶ [0, T ] → ℝd}i=0,⋯,NP−1 of the landmarks. Let introduce the vector position Q(t) = (

q0(t)T ⋯ qNP−1(t)
T )T ∈ ℝdNP . Let

U(t) =
(

u0(t)T ⋯ uNP−1(t)
T )T ∈ ℝdNP denote the velocity vector of the landmarks such that for all i ∈ {0,⋯ , NP − 1},

ui(t) ∶= )tqi(t) is the velocity of the landmark i, located at qi(t) at time t.
Provided that an initial position Q̃0 ∶=

(

q̃00 ⋯ q̃0NP−1

)T
∈ ℝdNP of the landmarks is specified, the discretized dynamics

writes as follow:
{

Q̇ = U,
U̇ = �K

(

Q − Q̃0
)

,
(12)

The discrete counterpart of the surface Laplacian is given the interaction matrix �K. We chose a spring-mass model, known to
ensure mesh correctness in case of large deformation24. A finite element approximation could have been considered as well.
The positive scalar � is the elasticity parameter. Let us introduce the state of the system

X ∶=
(

Q
U

)

∈ ℝ2dNP

The spatially discretized model thus writes:
Ẋ(t) = A

(

X(t) − X̃0
)

, (13)
with

A ∶=
(

0 IdNp

−K(�) 0

)

∈ ℝ2dNP×2dNP , X̃0 ∶=
(

Q̃0
0

)

∈ ℝ2dNP .

For R ∶=
(

0
�KQ̃0

)

∈ ℝ2dNP , it yields equivalently:

Ẋ(t) = AX(t) + R. (14)

2.3.1 Discrete observation operator
The continuous position operator (5) and (7) is also discretized, so as to provide the position observation of the landmarks. First,
as for 4D MRI, the image sequences FM and the measurement of the velocity uM are assumed to be piecewise constant on a
voxel grid of size N1 ×⋯ ×Nd . In what follows, the voxels are denoted by Ω� and are uniquely identified by the multi-index
� = (�1,⋯ , �d) ∈ J1, N1K ×⋯ × J1, NdK, as in the blue annotations in Figure 4 (d = 2).
The gradient of FM is approximated voxel-wise by means of a centered finite differences scheme. The values of FM and∇xFM

are taken constant per voxel. The voxel values of uM are assigned to voxel centers, and whenever we need to estimate them in a
generic point x ∈ Ω, we will make use of a trilinear interpolation. Then, the prior �̃(⋅, t) on the surface position is replaced by
the prior {q̃j(t)}j=0,⋯,NP on the landmark positions.
The position observation operator is computed by means of the two-stepped approach as in Section 2.1:

Step 1. A cost functional Jt(q̃i(t); ⋅) is minimized on a local window search for each landmark i to generate an intermediate
observed position qM−i (t), given the prior position q̃i(t). The landmarks are treated independently since the continuous
cost functional (6) does not explicitly couple the position of points on the surface. The voxel window search for the
minimization is introduced through the compact notation

B(k, L) =
{

� = (�1,⋯ , �d) s.t. |kj − �j| ≤ L
}

with L < minkd{(Nkd − 1)∕2}, and represents the set of voxel indices within the box centered in the voxel Ωk, of size
(2L+1) in each direction. Let denote � ∶ Ω→ J1, N1K×⋯× J1, NdK the function which associates to each point x ∈ Ω,
the multi-index k′ of the voxel strictly containing x. The minimization is performed by evaluating the cost functional on
the centers c� of the voxels Ω� . Hence, the intermediate observed position qM−i (t) is given by qM−i (t) ∶= ck∗ with

k∗ ∶= argmin
k∈B(�(q̃i(t)),ΔN)

Jt(q̃i(t); ck), (15)
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and
Jt(x̃; ⋅)∶ Ω ←→ ℝ

x ←→ −
(

‖(xFM(x, t)‖
‖(xFM(t)‖∞

)2

+ ‖x − x̃‖2Bprior
.

(16)

For each landmark i, the voxel indexed by �(q̃i(t)) defines the center of the voxel window search. As shown in Figure 4,
the local window search of size 2ΔN + 1, delimited by a red box, restricts the minimization to a set of voxel centers (in
green). Bprior ∈ d(ℝ) is the same as in the space continuous problem, see Section 2.1.

Step 2. The end-of-step observation qMi (t) is computed by applying the discrete regularization:
QM(t) −QM−(t) = −�Kobs ⋅ (QM(t) − Q̃0), (17)

with QM(t) =
(

qM0 (t) ⋯ qMNP−1
(t)
)T

∈ ℝdNP , QM−(t) =
(

qM−0 (t) ⋯ qM−NP−1
(t)
)T

∈ ℝdNP and Kobs ∶= �obsK ∈
ℝdNP×dNP . The diffusion step (17) is performed with the same discretization as introduced in Section 2.3.

FIGURE 4 Two-dimensional illustration of the optimization step in the position observation operator (ΔN = 2).

The complete state observation Z ∈ ℝ2dNP is thus given by
Z(t) =

(

QM(t)
UM(t)

)

,

with UM(t) =
(

uM(qM0 (t), t)
T ⋯ uM(qMNP−1

(t), t)T
)T

∈ ℝdNP . In what follows, we shall use the abstract notation:
Z(t) = obs

(

FM(⋅, t), uM(⋅, t), Q̃(t), ,ΔN, �, �obs
)

, (18)
for the observation operator.

2.4 Time discretization: fully discrete formulation
In real applications, both image sequences and the eulerian velocity field uM are sampled at equally distributed times over the
interval [0, T ]. We thus introduce the time discretization.
ForNT ∈ ℕ∗, letNT +1 be the number of samples available, so thatΔT ∶= T ∕NT denotes the time resolution of the images

and the measured velocity. The image sequences and the velocity measurement are acquired at the same time. For n = 0,⋯NT ,
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let denote tn ∶= nΔT . For n = 0,⋯NT , the data are the image sequences F n
M(⋅) ∶= FM(⋅, tn) and the eulerian measured

velocity unM(⋅) ∶= uM(⋅, tn). All other time-dependent quantities are discretized in time, with a subscript index for matrices, and
superscript index for vectors. Let assume that the time integration of the model (14) results in the following relation at each time
step n = 1,⋯ , NT :

Xn = Dn|n−1Xn−1 + Rn, (19)
with X0 the control. The observation operator provides

Zn = obs
(

F n
M, u

n
M, Q̃

n, ,ΔN, �, �obs
)

. (20)
After spatial and temporal discretization, the discrete counterpart of (10)-(11) takes the form

min
X0=(Q0,U0)T

1
2

NT
∑

i=1
‖Zn − Xn‖2B, (21)

such that
{

Xn = Dn|n−1Xn−1 + Rn,
X0 = X0,

(22)
with X0 the control representing the unknown initial condition. B ∈ ℝ2dNP×2dNP denote here the diagonal block matrix, whose
NP first andNP other blocks of size d × d are identically equal to Bpos and Bvel, respectively:

B =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

Bpos
⋱

Bpos
Bvel

⋱
Bvel

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

Problem (21)-(22) can be solved using either variational or sequential approaches25. On the one hand, variational methods
(and more specifically 4D-VAR approaches) search for the optimal control (initial condition) such that the resulting estimation
best fits all the observations. To this purpose, one may solve the associated Euler-Lagrange equations, or apply an optimization
algorithm to find the saddle point of the associated Lagrangian. On the another hand, sequential estimation techniques such the
Kalman filter improve the current state estimation as observations are provided. In case where the model and the observations are
both linear, the estimation returned at a certain time by a (linear) Kalman filter is the best linear estimation given the observations
provided up to that time. All observations are thus integrated in the estimation only at the final time for Kalman filter. Linear
Kalman filter and 4D-VAR approaches return the same state estimation, only at final time26.
In this paper, we consider a sequential approach, motivated by fact that the prior {Q̃n}

0≤n≤NT
used to generate the state

observation {Zn}0≤n≤NT
in (20) is not available in practice. Sequential state estimation provides a reasonable way of generating

such a prior. A Kalman filter is hence applied.

3 STATE ESTIMATION VIA KALMAN FILTER

In this section, we briefly review the main ingredients of the Kalman filter27,28 then build on it to formulate the sequential
estimation counterpart of (21)-(22).

3.1 Kalman filter
A linear Kalman filter would substantially provide the best linear estimation X̂n of the state Xn at time tn given observations Zn,
a linear dynamical model such as (19),

X̂n = X̂n− + Kn(Zn − X̂n−), (23)
through the computation of the Kalman gain matrix Kn. X̂n− denotes the previous state estimation that has been propagated with
the model X̂n− = Dn|n−1X̂n−1 + Rn−1. Note that the general formulation of the linear Kalman filter considers the observation
Z = HX + � as a linear function of the state X, with H usually a rectangular matrix and � a white noise. Here H is the identity.
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The principle is the following: dynamical equations of the system are available and also some observed quantities. If there were
a perfect knowledge of the the dynamics, the state would be perfectly determined from the initial condition. In the practice there
may be uncertainties in the initial condition, and sometimes a lack of knowledge in the dynamical equations. The observation
are expected to compensate those uncertainties. In the case of our problem, the initial condition is unknown, and a reference
configuration serves as initial prior. In addition, at regular time intervals, linear state observations of the system are provided.
Kalman filter combines the information from the background value, the prescribed model and the state observation to provide an
optimal state estimation in the sense of the minimization of the discrepancy to the observation weighed by the error covariances.
It yields an optimal compromise given the uncertainty on the initial state, the model error, the state observation error.
The Kalman filter will be directly applied to our specific case. Minor features are introduced compared to a more generic

presentation26. As a first step, the observation is assumed given at the beginning of iteration n. After presenting the filter, the
method to generate that observation will be detailed.
Initialization
A prior initial state X̂0 = (Q̂0 Û0)T ∈ ℝ2dNP is required with its error covariance matrix P0 ∈ ℝ2dNp×2dNp . It means that
the prior can be expressed as X0 + �0, with X0 = X(0) the real initial state, and �0 a noise such that E[�0] = 0 and of
E[(�0)T (�0)] = P0. Q̂0 defined the prior on the initial position the landmarks. Û0 is their associated initial velocity, set to Û0 = 0,
with a large uncertainty with respect to the variable U in P0. Consequently,

X̂0 =
(

Q̂0
0

)

.

Prediction
At tn, given the best current state estimation X̂n−1 = (

Q̂n−1 Ûn−1
)T , a prediction X̂n− is computed from the model. The a priori

covariance matrix P−n is computed. The sampling time step and the integration time step are assumed equal.
{

X̂n− = Dn−1|nX̂n−1 + Rn,
Pn− = Dn−1|nPn−1D

T
n−1|n.

(24)

Since the model is not perfect, a model error is included in the computation of the prediction covariance matrix. LetWmodel ∈
ℝ2dNp×2dNp be the model error covariance matrix in 1. The update of the prediction covariance matrix (26)2 becomes

Pn− = Dn−1|nPn−1D
T
n−1|n +Wmodel.

Correction
The Kalman correction due to the discrepancy between the model prediction X̂n− and the observation Zn is computed as Kn(Zn−
X̂n−). Kn ∈ ℝ2dNP×2dNP is the Kalman gain matrix and Zn − X̂n− is often called the innovation vector. The covariance matrix
Wobs ∈ ℝ2dNP×2dNP quantifies the uncertainty in the observation. It is mainly expressed from the precision of the position
observer, and the noise in the measured velocity. The most expensive part of the correction step is the calculation of Kn in
Algorithm 1. In a vast majority of application cases of Kalman filter, Kn is of smaller size since the observation is of lower
dimension than the state. Here calculating Kn requires increased memory and computational time. The covariance matrix Pn
associated to the estimation quantifies the error on the estimation X̂n that is returned at time tn. X̂n will be the prior at the
beginning of the next iteration.

3.2 Proposed estimation algorithm
Implicit-Explicit model prediction
The model dynamics (14) is integrated using a Backward Euler time-stepping scheme to generate the prediction. It induces
subsequent update of the prediction matrix:

{

Bn−1|nX̂n− = X̂n−1 + Rn,
Pn− = B−1n−1|nPn−1B

−T
n−1|n +Wmodel,

(25)

with Bn−1|n = I2dNP − ΔT ⋅ A ∈ ℝ2dNP×2dNP ,I2dNP being the identity matrix of size 2dNP × 2dNP and Rn = ΔT ⋅ R ∈ ℝ2dNP .
Inverting the system (25)1 does not require to compute the inverse of Bn−1|n, while the update of the covariance matrix does.
Inverting the matrix Bn−1|n could turn out to be prohibitive given the size of the mesh considered in the application. One possible
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Algorithm 1 (Simplified) Linear Kalman Filter
Require:

(

X̂0; P0
)

, (An−1|n,Rn=0,⋯,NT
;Wmodel

), (Zn;Wobs)
for n = 1,⋯ , NT do

Prediction: (X̂n−1, Pn−1)→ (X̂n− , Pn−)
X̂n− ← Dn−1|nX̂n−1 + Rn
Pn− ← Dn−1|nPn−1D

T
n−1|n +Wmodel

Correction: (Zn,Wobs, X̂n
− , Pn−)→

(

X̂n, Pn
)

Sn ← Pn− +Wobs
KTn is solution of STn� = PTn−
X̂n ← X̂n− + Kn(Zn − X̂n

−)
Pn ← (I − Kn)Pn−

end for
return

(

X̂n, Pn
)

, n = 1,⋯ , NT

alternative is to update the covariance matrix as in case of a forward Euler (26)2. We will systematically use that option, called
in the paper implicit-explicit prediction. A forward Euler time scheme applied to the model (14) would return the following time
discretization of the model:

{

X̂n = An−1|nX̂n−1 + Rn,
Pn− = An−1|nPn−1A

T
n−1|n +Wmodel,

(26)
with An−1|n = I2dNP + ΔT ⋅ A ∈ ℝ2dNP×2dNP .
Hence, our implicit-explicit prediction writes as follows:

{

Bn−1|nXn = Xn−1 + Rn,
Pn− = An−1|nPn−1A

T
n−1|n +Wmodel.

(27)
The covariance matrix of the model errorWmodel is calculated from the assumption that the model error results from a white

noise in acceleration whose covariance matrix is �2aIdNp
. Consequently we propose an approximation2 of model error covariance

matrix, given by:
Wmodel = �2a

(

ΔT 4

4
IdNP

ΔT 3

2
IdNP

ΔT 3

2
IdNP ΔT

2IdNP

)

. (28)

Remark 2. Wepropose a reasonable order ofmagnitude for �a from the expression ofWmodel(�a). In fact, the noise in acceleration
induces an error on the position ΔT 2�a∕2 which should be of at least of some voxels spacing N

√

ℎ21 +⋯ + ℎ2d to be have a
significative effect on the reconstruction compared to the observation error introduced by (15). It yields the approximation

�a ∼ 2N
√

ℎ21 +⋯ + ℎ2d∕ΔT
2. (29)

This only serves as an heuristic approach, which has proven to work for the synthetic test case and the application to real data
in Section 4.□
Generating the prior Q̃n

As explained previously, the observation at iteration n depends on Q̃n which is yet to be determined. Since Q̃n is a prior value for
the state at iteration n, a reasonable guess could come from the model prediction. Given X̂n−1 the prior for the local maximization
of the image gradient is set to B−1n−1|n

(

X̂n−1 + Rn
)

or equivalently Bn−1|nQ̃n = X̂n−1+Rn. Consequently, the observation is given
by

Zn = obs
(

F n
M, u

n
M,B

−1
n−1|n

(

X̂n−1 + Rn
)

, ,ΔN, �, �obs
)

,

taking up the notation introduced in Section 2.4. Note that the is an abuse of notation, since Bn−1|n is not inverted and we instead
solve the associated linear system.
The Kalman filter requires the user to specify the following parameters:

2This approximation results from the propagation of a noise in acceleration for a zero-acceleration dynamical equation, that is to say q̈ = a, with a a white noise.
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Algorithm 2 Full algorithm
Require:

(

X̂0; P0
)

, (An−1|n,Rn=0,⋯,NT
;Wmodel

),Wobs
for n = 1,⋯ , NT do

Generate observation Zn = obs
(

F n
M,B

−1
n−1|n

(

X̂n−1 + Rn
)

, ,ΔN, �, �obs
)

Apply Prediction: (X̂n−1, Pn−1)→ (X̂n− , Pn−) from Algorithm 1
Apply Correction: (Zn,Wobs, X̂n

− , Pn−)→
(

X̂n, Pn
)

from Algorithm 1
end for

return
(

X̂n, Pn
)

, n = 1,⋯ , NT

• For the model: �a > 0, directly associated to the norm ofWmodel from (28).
• For the observation: �q > 0 and �p > 0, parameters for the covariance matrix Wobs ∈ ℝ2dNp×2dNp :

Wobs = Wobs(�q , �p) =
(

(�qDNP)
2 0

0 �2pIdNp

)

.

DNP = diag(D,⋯ ,D) ∈ ℝdNP×dNP denotes the block diagonal matrix defined with the spacing matrix of the image data,
D = diag(�0,⋯ , �d−1) ∈ ℝd×d . For i = 0,⋯ , d − 1, �i is the image spacing along the i-th axis.

• For the initial configuration: �P0,q > 0 and �P0,p > 0, parameters of the covariance matrix P0 ∈ ℝ2dNp×2dNp :

P0 = P0(�P0,q , �P0,p) =

(

(�P0,qDNP)
2 0

0 �2P0,pIdNp

)

.

Unlike �p and �P0,p, the user-defined parameters �q and �P0,q are dimensionless and their values represent pixel radius of trust
regions. In addition to the Kalman filter parameters, specific parameters must be specified:

• For the model (prediction): the stiffness/elasticity parameter � ≥ 0.
• For the observation:  > 0, ΔN ∈ ℕ∗ the size of the local search window. Those parameters will be fixed. Intuitively

the values prescribed should depend on the quality of the image. For the elasticity equation: the parameters �obs ≥ 0, or
rather the product �obs� ≥ 0.

One can refer to Figure 5 for an overview of the parameters.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the capabilities of Algorithm 2 by means of numerical experiments. The proposed test
cases also aim to assess the sensitivity of the method to free parameters (see Tables 1 and 2) and noisy data. We consider two
test cases. The first one (Section 4.1) is based on synthetic data and the second (Section 4.2) uses real data from 4D flow MRI
exam of a human aorta.
The precision of the surface segmentation is evaluated through the Dice coefficient, a metric used in image segmentation to

compare the level of similarity of two segmentations. For  the ground truth segmentation, and  ′ another segmentation, both
represented by collections of voxels, the Dice coefficient is given by the relation

Dice( , ′) ∶=
card( ∩  ′)

card() + card( ′)
,

where card stands for the cardinality of a set. In the synthetic test case, another complementary approach is proposed to account
for the quality of the local tracking.
Algorithm 2 has been implemented using the standard C++ libraries, and the Eigen library for linear algebra operations29.

The VTK library has also been intensively used for handling images and geometrical objects30.
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Initial state 

 
(guess, reference, closest 

configuration)

<latexit sha1_base64="cYKlWs72Sq+Q5ZkykvO+J8uAGwQ=">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</latexit>⇣
X̂0, P0(�P0,q,�P0,p)

⌘ Prediction  
 

From dynamical model  
 

 
And 

 

<latexit sha1_base64="EXPGTL0j1DDcCsi2zzfQZKUB3kI=">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</latexit>

(X̂n�1, Pn�1) ! (X̂n�
, Pn�)

<latexit sha1_base64="O5CSG39rmbpEF8PqrWsgLeBBoso=">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</latexit>

X̂n� = An�1|n()X̂n�1 + Rn

<latexit sha1_base64="VYa5JnJkwXvNgW56a+IdibIAV+E=">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</latexit>

Wmodel(�a)

Correction  
 

with  computation of Kalman gain matrix  

<latexit sha1_base64="SJH5Q4y8YnERr5iJ8K0QhEONfyg=">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</latexit>

(X̂n�
, Pn�) ! (X̂n, Pn)

<latexit sha1_base64="xul2oPp3d8lkaoFxj1whh0GsKeo=">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</latexit>

X̂n = X̂n�
+ Kn

⇣
Zn � X̂n�⌘

State observation 
  

 
  

Zn
<latexit sha1_base64="02QMkcHFbP2nZpk/dvIkxsyn1eI=">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</latexit>

From optimization(�,�N)
<latexit sha1_base64="9jKq7/XPTfzx/eI0tRC+4CzcgJI=">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</latexit>

and regularization(obs, �)
<latexit sha1_base64="H7PTXJWnUjtADh0TAPAT1Gq9wb4=">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</latexit>

+ covariance matrix Wobs(�q,�p)

<latexit sha1_base64="1CSICn7GHPN8XVFI9wIKsn3kPXo=">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</latexit>⇣
X̂1, · · · , X̂NT

⌘

FIGURE 5 The parameters of the Kalman filter and the state observation.

4.1 Tracking of a vesicle immersed in a lid-driven cavity flow
In this example, we consider the tracking of the motion of an elastic vesicle immersed in a lid-driven cavity flow (see Figure 6).
Synthetic image data are generated from numerical simulations of the corresponding dynamical system. In particular, the sim-
ulated Eulerian velocity field is extracted so as to mimic 4D MRI flow series. Algorithm 2 is then used to retrieve the motion
of the vesicle from the generated synthetic data. We investigate the sensitivity of the reconstruction considering the data quality
(image, velocity measurements) and the regularization parameters.

<latexit sha1_base64="adBRGqD+6y0RsyH+LAGO3UilMGM=">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</latexit>

⌦

<latexit sha1_base64="adBRGqD+6y0RsyH+LAGO3UilMGM=">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</latexit>

⌦
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FIGURE 6 Geometrical configuration.

4.1.1 Data generation.
The considered dynamical system can be modeled by a non-linear fluid-structure interaction model (see, e.g.,31 for the details).
The fluid is initially at rest and occupies the domainΩ ∶= [0, 1]×[0, 1]. The vesicle is also initially at rest and has the shape of a
circle centered at (0.6, 0.5)with radius 0.2. All the units are given in the CGS system. The fluid is described by the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations, while a non-linear Reissner-Mindlin beammodel in Lagrangian formalism is considered for the vesicle.
The physical parameters for the fluid are : �f = 100, � = 10, and for the solid equation�s = 100, theYoungModulusE = 5.6×103

and the Poisson’s ratio � = 0.4. The boundary conditions on )Ω ∶= Γfwall ∪ Γ
f
in ∪ Γ

f
out ∪ Γ

f
top (see Figure 6) are the following:

no-slip boundary conditions on Γftop ∪ Γfwall, zero traction on Γfin ∪ Γfout, constant velocity equal to 1 on Γftop. Synthetic data has
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been generated by simulating 4000 time steps, of length ΔT0 = 5.0 × 10−3, using the numerical method proposed in31 with a
fluid mesh made of 12800 triangular elements and 19360 edges, and a solid mesh made of 160 edges.
Some snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude and solid deformation are given in Figure 7. The vesicle deforms and rotates

within the fluid cavity.

(a) t = 0.0. (b) t = 2.0s. (c) t = 4.0s. (d) t = 7.0s.

(e) t = 9.0. (f) t = 10s. (g) t = 14s. (h) t = 20s.

FIGURE 7 Data generation - Motion of the immersed vesicle, from FSI simulations.

From the solid displacement, the grayscale image frames {F n
M}n=0,⋯,NT−1 of the vesicle in motion are generated, with a

sampling time length ΔT = 20 × ΔT0, which represents the temporal resolution of the images. It results in NT = 200 image
frames. The pixel grid dimension is 80 × 80 with an isotropic spacing ℎ1 = ℎ2 = 0.0125. In fact , two adjacent triangles in
the mesh of the cavity combine into one square, defining a pixel, as shown in Figure 8.This sets the image resolution. In order
to generate the grayscale image at a time-step n ∈ {0,⋯ , NT − 1} ,we first assign one value among {0, 200} to each pixel
depending on its location with respect to the vesicle Γn. Pixels located inside the vesicle are assigned the maximum value 200,
and those strictly outside have a value 0. The resulting binary image F n

M,0 at the time step n thus writes
F n
M,0 ∶

{

Ω�=(�1,�2) s.t. (�1, �2) ∈ J1, 80K × J1, 80K
}

←→ {0, 200}

(Ω� , t) ←→
{

200, if c� is inside Γn
0 otherwise,

(30)

where {Ω� ,� ∈ J1, 80K × J1, 80K
} is the voxel grid covering Ω, c� the center of a voxel Ω� .
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F n
M,0 is then blurred to generate a grayscale image F n

M,1 using a Gaussian filter implemented in the VTK library
vtkImageGaussianSmooth3. The filter consists in a convolution with a 2D gaussian kernel4 as follows:

K2D(i, j) ∶=
1

2��1�2
exp

[

−

(

i2

2�21
+

j2

2�22

)]

= 1
√

2��1
exp

(

− i2

2�22

)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
∶=K (1)

1D (i)

1
√

2��2
exp

(

−
j2

2�22

)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
K (2)
1D (j)

, (31)

for i ∈ {−R1,−R1+1,⋯ , R1} and j ∈ {−R2,−R2+1,⋯ , R2}, R1, R2 ∈ ℕ∗. For a voxel labelled � = (�1, �2), the evaluation
of F n

M,1 is given by :

F n
M,1(�1, �2) = [F

n
M,0 ∗ K2D](�1, �2) = =

R1
∑

i=−R1

R2
∑

j=−R2

F n
M,0(�1 − i, �2 − j)K2D(i, j)

=
R1
∑

i=−R1

[F n
M,0 ∗ K

(2)
1D](�1 − i, �2)K

(1)
1D(i)

=
R2
∑

i=−R2

[F n
M,0 ∗ K

(1)
1D](�1, �2 − j)K

(2)
1D(j),

(32)

where ∗ denotes the convolution product. Note the abuse of notation for F n
M,0, F

n
M,1, since the voxel label is assimilated to the

voxel itself. VTK adds a normalization to the gaussian kernel. The kernel size parametersRk, k = 1, 2 depend on the parameters
�k with the relation Rk = 2⌊�kR′⌋ + 1, R′ being a radius factor. The gaussian blur is performed with �1 = �2 = � and R′ = 1.
The standard deviation � is expressed in pixel units. The main purpose of the gaussian kernel is to reduce the gradient gap
across the contours, hence artificially degrading the performance of the image gradient maximization. The larger �, the more
challenging an accurate contour detection might be. Gradient artifacts are finally added to F n

M,1, as it may occur with 4DMRI,
using a gaussian noise with null-expected value and a standard deviation of 5% of 200, providing the image F n

M.The eulerian velocity field uM is composed of the exact velocity inside the cavity Ω, with an additive gaussian noise � with
0-mean and �2vI2 covariance matrix. The evaluation of uM at any point inside the cavity is approximated by linear interpolation
before adding the gaussian noise.

d2 = 0.0125

d1 = 0.0125

FIGURE 8 Data generation - The mesh of the cavity, with the initial geometrical configuration of the real vesicle.

3Detailed implementation on https://github.com/Kitware/VTK/blob/master/Imaging/General/vtkImageGaussianSmooth.cxx
4see vtkImageGaussianSmooth
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Initial configuration
The initial configuration for the tracking is given by a mesh composed ofNP = 16 equally distributed points {q̂0i }i=0,⋯,NP alongan ellipse centered at (0.65, 0.42) of semi-major axis 0.22 and semi-minor axis 0.2, see Figure 9. The center of the ellipse has
been translated by a vector (0.05,−0.08) with respect of the center of the real initial configuration. The Dice coefficient at the
initialization is 0.72. The time resolution is ΔT = 0.1, NT = 200. A finer time integration is used for the model (27), namely
0.001, as mentioned in Section 3.2.

FIGURE 9 Initial configuration. In red, the initial position of the real vesicle. In blue, the initial mesh given to the filter for
reconstruction.

4.1.2 Sensitivity to data quality
Presentation of the test case
The sensitivity of the filter with respect of the level of blur � in the images is investigated for different values of the velocity noise
�v. The blur parameter � controls the diffusion of the gradient extremal values, so that large values of � makes the observation
of the surface position more challenging. The data quality thus depends on � and �v. The parameters of the simulations are given
in Table 1.

Data quality Intialization Model Observation
Parameters � �v �P0,q �P0,p � �a  ΔN �obs� �q �p

Values { 2.0, 6.0 } { 0.003 , 0.03,
0.075, 0.105} 10ℎx 0.1 10 5.0 100 30 0.1 { 1.5, 2.5, 3.0 } �v

TABLE 1 Parameters for the first synthetic test case.

The simulations are performed with � = 2.0, 6.0 (see Figures 10 and 11) and �v = 0.003, 0.03, 0.075, 0.105. The values of �v
simulate respectively 1%, 10%, 25% and 35% of the half range of variation of the highest component of unM in an area around the
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(a) t100, � = 2.0. (b) t100, � = 6.0.

FIGURE 10 Noisy images with � = 2.0, 6.0.

(a) t100, � = 2.0. (b) t100, � = 6.0.

FIGURE 11 Gradient magnitude images with � = 2.0, 6.0.

vesicle, for all time steps. Here, that half range corresponds to 0.30. Those percentages deem as an appreciation of the estimated
level of noise in the flow series. Depending on the level of blur, the precision �q of the position observation operator is adapted
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accordingly. For � = 2.0, 6.0, 8.0, we respectively set �q = 1.5, 2.5, 3.0. Since every simulation is unique for a set of parameters
(�, �q , �v), the Dice coefficient is averaged over 100 simulations. For a given triplet of parameters (�, �q , �v), every simulation
is unique and provides a subsequent evolution of the Dice coefficient over the iterations. 100 simulations are performed for a
each set of parameters and the Dice coefficient at each time step is averaged over all the simulations.
In addition to measuring the accuracy of the surface segmentation with the evolution of the dice coefficient, we also check the

point-to-point tracking on single simulations. For n ≥ 1, the exact position of the tracked surface Γn is discretized in terms of a
set of points {qnj}j=0,⋯,NE

, and {q̂ni }i=0,⋯,NP denote the estimation provided by Algorithm 2. The quality of the point-to-point
tracking of Γn by {q̂ni }i=0,⋯,NP is measured by comparing the trajectories of two points whose labels imin, imax ∈ {0,⋯ , NP}
respectively to the trajectories of jmin, jmax ∈ {0,⋯ , NE}. imin, imax are defined as follows:

imin ∶= argmin
i∈{0,⋯,NP}

d(q̂NT
i ,ΓNT ), imax ∶= argmax

i∈{0,⋯,NP}
d(q̂NT

i ,ΓNT ),

where the symbol d(q, S) indicates the distance between the surface S and the point q. jmin and jmax are the labels of the
closed-point projections on ΓNT of the points q̂NT

imin
, respectively q̂NT

imax
. Note that, the discrete trajectories {q̂nimin}n=1,⋯,NT

and
{q̂nimax}n=1,⋯,NT

respectively represent the best and worst choice for error quantification. When using Kalman filter, the presum-
ably tracked point on ΓNT by {q̂ni }i=0,⋯,NP can only be assessed at the final iteration. In fact, the linear Kalman filter estimation
improves as observations are provided, which makes it the most accurate at final iteration. In the result section, the plots of the
discrete trajectories {q̂nimin}n=1,⋯,NT

compared to {qnjmin}n=1,⋯,NT
is referred as "min" trajectories, and {q̂nimax}n=1,⋯,NT

compared
to {qnjmax}n=1,⋯,NT

as "max" trajectories.
Results
Wepresent the results of the numerical tests on themethod in this section. For every couple of parameters (�, �v), 100 simulations
are performed and the Dice coefficient is systematically averaged per time iteration, given all the results of the simulations. The
evolution of the averaged Dice coefficient from the initial iteration to the final iteration is plotted for � = 2.0, 6.0 with different
levels of velocity noise, see Figure 12.
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(a) Image blur � = 2.0.
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(b) Image blur � = 6.0.

FIGURE 12 Dice evolution, averaged over 100 runs.  = 100, � = 10, �obs� = 0.1.

For � = 2.0, the averaged Dice coefficient shows a satisfactory surface reconstruction. In fact the Dice coefficient goes from
0.72 (initial value) to 0.92 in less than 5 iterations, see Figure 12(a). It reaches a stable range of variation, after only 5-10
iterations. The convergence towards the real surface position is quite fast. After 60 iterations over 200, the level of similarity is
preserved throughout the iterations. The final averaged Dice coefficient is between 0.94 and 0.95. This trend goes for all levels
of velocity noise. Note that the lower the level of noise is, the higher the Dice coefficient is in average. There is still a marginal
difference for the levels of blur considered. On blurred images with � = 2, the gradient magnitude profile is preserved despite the
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image blur and the noise, see Figure 10(a). The contours are actually easily detectable to naked eyes. The observation operator
finds the position of the surface, hence the fast convergence towards the real surface. The velocity seems to play a minor role in
the surface reconstruction. Concerning the Dice coefficients, the method shows equivalent level of precision for different levels
of noise, going from a low velocity noise �v = 0.003 to more severe noise �v = 0.105, as shown in Figure 12(a). This could
suggest that the velocity may not play a significant role in the tracking. The Dice coefficient hides variable local behaviors of the
tracking depending on the noise, as shown by Figures 13 and 14. Even if the overall surface tracking is slightly inconvenienced
by the noise in the velocity data, the point-to-point tracking suffers more from severe noise in the velocity in terms of regularity.

(a) Final state. (b) "Min" trajectory. (c) "Max" trajectory.

FIGURE 13 Simulation for � = 2.0, �v = 0.003, �q = 1.5. Red : real vesicle. Blue : estimation by the method. � = 10,
�obs� = 0.1.

(a) Final state. (b) "Min" trajectory. (c) "Max" trajectory.

FIGURE 14 Simulation for � = 2.0, �v = 0.105, �q = 1.5. Red : real vesicle. Blue : estimation by the method. � = 10,
�obs� = 0.1.

For � = 6, the accurate contour detection becomes more challenging, as shown by Figures 10(b) and 11(b). The Dice coef-
ficient requires 10-15 iterations to reach a lower level compared to � = 6, namely a value of 0.9. The final Dice coefficient is
between 0.85 and 0.90, see Figure 12(b). The method is globally less accurate in terms of surface tracking and point-to-point
trajectory tracking, as shown by Figure 15, because of a more diffused image gradient. The behavior of the method differenti-
ates with the noise in the velocity, at least between �v = 0.003 and �v > 0.003. For � = 6 large oscillations are observed as the
noise in the velocity increases. Those oscillations will be better explained in the second test case. The point-to-point tracking is
more erratic for high velocity noise, see Figure16.
The quality of the segmentation is assessed through the Dice coefficient which characterizes a global similarity. However

a large Dice coefficient could hide variable local irregularities in the mesh such as point collapsing, edge twists. The predic-
tive model (spring-mass model (12)) is designed to avoid point collapse, for instance. Despite this model regularization, point
collapse can occur in the vesicle test case because the vesicle deforms with large amplitudes with respect to the zero-energy
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(a) Final state. (b) "Min" trajectory. (c) "Max" trajectory.

FIGURE 15 Simulation with � = 6.0, �v = 0.003, �q = 2.5. Red : real vesicle. Blue : estimation by the method. � = 10,
�obs� = 0.1.

(a) Final state. (b) "Min" trajectory. (c) "Max" trajectory.

FIGURE 16 Simulation with � = 6.0, �v = 0.105, �q = 2.5. Red : real vesicle. Blue : estimation by the method. �obs� = 0.1

configuration. The model prevents vertices from collapsing by penalizing locally high elastic energy, if the surface undergoes
small deformations around the zero-energy circular shape. A more suitable predictive model adapted to the vesicle deformation
might require to take into account the local curvature of the surface in the discrete equation (12).

4.1.3 Sensitivity to regularization parameters
The isolated and joint effects of the model parameter � and the observation parameter �obs� on the accuracy of the estimation
are investigated in this section.
Presentation of the test case
The data quality is fixed by � = 6.0, �v = 0.075, which corresponds to considerably degraded quality. This test would conjointly
serves to exhibit a range of stability of the method, if it exists. The parameters are in the CGS unit system.

Data quality Initialization Model Observation
Parameters � �v �P0,q �P0,p � �a  ΔN �obs� �q �p

Values 6.0 0.075 10ℎ1 0.1 {0.0,1.0, 5.0,
10, 30, 50} 5.0 100 30 { 0.0, 0.1, 0.5,

0.7, 1.0} 1.5 �v

TABLE 2 Parameters for the second synthetic test case.

We investigate the following values for the parameters: � = 0, 1.0, 5.0, 10, 30, 50 and �obs� = 0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0. The
unchanged parameters are specified in Table 2.
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For this second test, we appreciate the robustness of the method, regarding the regularization parameters by considering a
fixed point labeled i∗ = 12 ∈ {0,⋯ , NP}. The discrete trajectory {q̂ni∗}n=0,⋯,NT

of i∗ is compared to the trajectory {qnj∗}n=0,⋯,NT

of a material point j∗ such that qNT
j∗ is the closest point projection of q̂NT

i∗ on ΓNT . If the method is robust, then qNT
j∗ should

remain in a same vicinity for the values of parameters improving the regularity of the point trajectories.
Results
We present the results of the sensitivity analysis with respect to the regularization parameters. The image blur is set to � = 6
and the noise in the velocity �v = 0.075.
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FIGURE 17Marginal effect.  = 100, � = 6.0, �v = 0.075.

When �obs� = 0 , the effect of the model regularization � on the surface reconstruction is evaluated. Increasing � improves
the surface reconstruction within a limited interval, as shown by Figure 17(a). From � = 0 to � = 10, the final averaged Dice
coefficient gains more than 5.0. For larger values of �, � > 30, considerable oscillations of the Dice coefficient are observed
during the reconstruction. It corresponds to alternative shrinking behavior, as the vesicle deforms and rotates. The vesicle actually
alternates between circular and ellipsoidal configurations during its motion, as visible on Figure 7. Large values of � tend to
shrink the capsule to a circle, since the zero-energy state of the model is the initial shape which is circular.
When � = 0, the effect of the observation regularization is analyzed. Note that having � = 0 inhibits the model regularization,

and more specifically the velocity regularization. Consequently, the noise in the velocity might amplify and propagate with the
model integration. For � = 0.0, �obs� = 0.1 and � = 10.0, �obs� = 0.0, the reconstruction provides equivalent results, see
Figure 19, and Figure 20. For �obs� > 0.1, alternative oscillations of very large amplitude are systematically observed, see
Figure 17(b). They account for shrinkage behavior and also degraded surface reconstruction. The stable range of variation of
�obs� is limited of 0.0−0.1. For larger values of �obs�, the numerical resolution with the algorithm provides uncontrolled results.
Concerning the combined effect of the model and the position observation regularization, oscillation of the Dice coefficient

are systematically observed for �obs� = 0.1. In fact, the observation generates an additional recall force to the circular initial
shape when �obs� is large. The algorithm is unable to properly ellipsoidal deformation of the surface. The vesicle remains mostly
circular and the Dice coefficient is bounded from below by the initial Dice coefficient, which ensures some robustness. As shown
through Figure 18, �obs� = 0.1 is an upper bound in this case. The parameter �obs� seems to be a very critical parameter with
dramatic effect on the reconstruction. Note that large values of �obs� are actually very small, which prevents the user to set �obs�
arbitrary.
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(a) �obs� = 0.1.
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FIGURE 18 Effects of � and �obs�.  = 100, � = 6.0, �v = 0.075.

(a) Configuration at t1. (b) Configuration at t15. (c) Configuration at t199. (d) Point to point trajec-
tories.

FIGURE 19 Vesicle configuration (blue) at tn, n = 1, 69, 199 against the solution (red). Right hand side : trajectory of a point
in the estimation (blue) compared to the one of the presumed tracked point in the real vesicle (red) at final iteration. Parameters
: � = 0.0,�obs� = 0.1, � = 6.0, �v = 0.075.

4.2 Aorta tracking from 4D flow MRI data
In the section, we apply Algorithm 2 to the dynamical reconstruction of the aorta from a real 4D-MRI exam, provided by Dijon
University Hospital.

4.2.1 Data generation
The 4D-flow MRI acquisition was performed with complete volumetric coverage of the thoracic aorta, on a patient with a
dilatation of the ascending aorta. The MRI System of acquisition was a 3T Skyra Siemens, Germany. The data were provided
and anonymized by Dijon University Hospital. The considered patient was part of a research protocol5 which has been approved
by the local ethics committee. The 4D-flow MRI data include:

5See clinicalTrials.gov with protocol code NCT03817008.
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(a) Configuration at t1. (b) Configuration at t15. (c) Configuration at t199. (d) Point to point trajec-
tories.

FIGURE 20 Vesicle configuration (blue) at tn, n = 1, 69, 199 against the solution (red). Right hand side : trajectory of a point
in the estimation (blue) compared to the one of the presumed tracked point in the real vesicle (red) at final iteration. Parameters
: � = 10,�obs� = 0.0,� = 6.0, �v = 0.075.

(a) Configuration at t1. (b) Configuration at t15. (c) Configuration at t199. (d) Point to point trajec-
tories.

FIGURE 21 Vesicle configuration (blue) at tn, n = 1, 69, 199 against the solution (red). Right hand side : trajectory of a point
in the estimation (blue) compared to the one of the presumed tracked point in the real vesicle (red) at final iteration. Parameters
: � = 10, �obs� = 0.1,� = 6.0, �v = 0.075

• Time-resolved magnitude images of the volume of acquisition;
• Three series of time resolved images encoding the three directions of the velocity. The velocity sensitivity along each

direction is 5000mm ⋅ s−1 and ensures proper representation of velocities in the range ±5000 mm ⋅ s−1.
The image parameters are as follows. The temporal resolution ΔT = 43.319ms, with NT = 25 frames, the spatial resolution
(spacing): 1.988 × 1.988 × 2.0 mm3. In addition to those images, a contrast enhanced MR angiography (MRA), representing
an averaged image of the volume of acquisition, obtained with breath hold was also provided, for the same patient. The spatial
resolution of the MRA is 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm3. The difference of contrast between MRA and magnitude series generated from
4D-MRI acquisition are visible in Figure 22. The angiographic series is in fact acquired right after the injection of contrast
agent. Note that a direct segmentation of an aortic configuration directly from 4D anatomic series (Figure 22(a)) at any time of
the cardiac cycle is challenging, if only based on images.
Parsing, reading and extracting images from the Dicom files were performed using QIR 4D©, a 4D MRI post-processing

software from the CASIS company. The magnitude series and the flow series were exported as VTI files to be handled with
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(a) Magnitude image, visualization of a slice in the
middle, at t3.

(b) MRA, visualization of a slice in the middle.

FIGURE 22 Slice visualization of magnitude series and MRA series. The view is oblique sagittal. The slice are taken in the
middle of the respective volume of acquisition.

VTK Library. No image filter (gaussian, median, etc.) is applied to the magnitude series. The MRA exam was segmented and
reconstructed with the Materialise Mimics software, smoothened with Autodesk Meshmixer. The inlets and outlets of the aortic
mesh have then been cut by perpendicular planes to the centerlines at the level of the inlet (ascending aorta) and the four
outlets (three vessels on the aortic arch and descending aorta). The geometry that is obtained serves as the approximate initial
configuration. In Figure 23, the following input required for the method are summarized:

1. the initial configuration fromMRA segmentation and reconstruction, whose mesh points are the landmarks {q̂0i
}

i=1,⋯,NP
;

2. the time-dependent grayscale image {F n
M

}

n=0,⋯,NT
provided by the raw magnitude series;

3. the measured velocity field {unM
}

n=0,⋯,NT
from the three time-dependent flow series.

4.2.2 Description of the test
As indicated above, the initial mesh of the aorta is extracted from MRA data. Owing Figure 24:C, this configuration seems to
be a reasonable guess for the initial state. There is good match between the slice cut of the initial mesh and the position of the
aortic wall on the anatomic series at time t0. Note that the largest deformations of the aortic wall are observed at the level of the
aortic root during the cardiac cycle (see Figures 24C–E). The systolic phase goes approximatively from t1 to t9, with the peak
systolic at t3. The inlet motion observed in the grayscale images requires a proper tracking, which is the purpose of Algorithm 2.
The mesh consists ofNP = 793 points (landmarks) and 1582 triangles. The state estimation X̂ is of size 6NP = 4758.
The parameters of the filter are given in the Table 3 (length in mm and time in s). The range of variation of �a is set from (29),

and �p, representing the presumed noise in the velocity, is a user-defined parameter.
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FIGURE 23 Input data of the method.
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FIGURE 24 Initial configuration for the reconstruction. (A): volume visualization of the magnitude series at t0 with the initial
configuration (in red). The pixel opacity is a linear function of the grayscale. (B): Position of the slice plane. (C): Slice plane
view at t0. (D): Slice plane view at t4. (E): Slice plane view at t7.

Compared to the reconstruction of the motion of the immersed vesicle (Section 4.1), the tracking of the aorta has some
differences. First, the dynamics of the vesicle combines translations, rotations and deformations of the boundary inside the cavity,
while the the aortic wall deforms around the initial configuration (angiography). The linear predictive model is consequently
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Initialization Model Observation
Parameters �P0,q �P0,p � �a  ΔN �obs� �q �p
Values 5.0 1000 50 [7000, 10000] [0.75, 4.5] J2, 4K 0.50 1.0 800

TABLE 3 Parameters used in Algorithm 2.

questionable in case of the vesicle. Second, the aorta is surrounded by other vessels and cavities, whose voxel intensities are
also sensitive to blood flow (the principle of MRI). In the position observation operator (15) of Algorithm 2, a local window
search is considered to avoid undesired segmentation of neighboring vessels. We hence propose to asses the sensitivity of the
estimation in the clinical test case, with respect to the following parameters:

• �a, which quantifies the level of the confidence in the observation;
• ΔN , the voxel window search;
•  , which weighs the intensity gradient in the position observer (16);

as shown in Table 3.
For the 4DMRI exam provided, note that the observation of the carotid vessels on the aortic arch from the magnitudes images

is very challenging, due to the limited contrast and the spacial resolution. This can be inferred from Figure 22, by comparing
the magnitude and angiographic series.

4.2.3 Results
In this section, one reconstruction of the dynamics of the aorta is presented for a set of parameters. We also provide insight on
the sensitivity of the reconstruction with respect to the user-defined parameters �a,  and ΔN . Algorithm 2 returns a sequence
of meshes of the aorta, with point-to-point tracking and the associate point velocity.
We present the reconstruction performed with the parameters �a = 7000,  = 1.0, ΔN = 4. In Figure, Figures 25–27, slices

of the reconstruction (contours) are compared to the magnitude images on three cut plane locations, corresponding to the inlet
of the initial geometry, the mid-ascending aorta with the descending aorta, and the beginning of the aortic arch, respectively.
One can observe that Algorithm 2 is able to track the aortic motion in a satisfactory fashion.
In order to give a quantitative insight on the quality of the reconstruction, we evaluated the Dice coefficient at time t3 (peak

systole). To this purpose, a manual segmentation of the aorta (at time t3) is considered as reference reconstruction. This reference
segmentation is partial (see Figure 28(A)), since one carotid on the aortic arch was not visible. The Dice coefficient is evaluated
within a region of interest (ROI) which contains the ascending aorta, the aortic cross, and the beginning of the descending
aorta (see Figure 28(C)). Additional evaluations are provided at five plane locations z = 4.0, 24, 34, 54, 64 inside the ROI, as
shown by Figure 28D. For four of the five cut planes, we provide in Figure 29 the slice visualization of the grayscale images,
with and without the slice cut of the manual reconstruction and the reconstruction provided by Algorithm 2. The resulting Dice
coefficients are given in Table 4.

Location Dice coefficient
whole ROI 0.92696
y = 4.0 0.872449
y = 24 0.95733
y = 34 0.921676
y = 54 0.934438
y = 64 0.929321

TABLE 4 Dice coefficient for the different cut planes at time t3 (peak systole).
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t20

FIGURE 25 Reconstruction for �a = 7000,  = 1.0, ΔN = 4. Left: the initial configuration in red and the position of the slice,
at the level of the inlet. Right: Slice view of the reconstructed aorta for t0, t4, t7, t20.
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FIGURE 26 Reconstruction for �a = 7000,  = 1.0, ΔN = 4. Left: the initial configuration in red and the position of the slice
to time visualization. The slice is approximatively in the middle of the ascending aorta. Right: Slice view of the reconstructed
aorta for t0, t4, t7, t20.

As shown in Table 4, the reconstruction is performed with acceptable accuracy (Dice=0.92 inside the ROI). The surface
tracking is qualitatively satisfying, at the level of the inlet (Figure 25), the mid-ascending aorta (Figure 26) and the beginning
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FIGURE 27 Reconstruction for �a = 7000,  = 1.0, ΔN = 4. Left: the initial configuration in red and the position of the slice
to time visualization. The slice is approximatively at the beginning of the aortic arch, as the sections of ascending aorta and
descending aorta joints in the axial view slice. Right: Slice view of the reconstructed aorta for t0, t4, t7, t20.
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FIGURE 28 Definition of the ROI and the slice plane location for the computation of the Dice coefficient. A: the aorta from
manual segmentation at t3 (green). B: the reconstruction at t3 (red). C: The region of interest for the calculation of the Dice in
blue. D: The 5 slice plane locations for the 2D Dice.
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(a) Plane z = 64 without contours. (b) Plane z = 64, Dice=0.93.

(c) Plane z = 34 without contours. (d) Plane z = 34, Dice=0.92.

(e) Plane z = 24 without contours. (f) Plane z = 24, Dice=0.96.

(g) Plane z = 4.0 without contours. (h) Plane z = 4.0, Dice=0.87.

FIGURE 29 Slice view at 4 locations. Green: manual segmentation at time t3. Red: reconstruction with Algorithm 2 at time t3.

of the aortic arch (Figure 27). This is confirmed by the Dice coefficient at the z = 24, 34, 54, 64, strictly over 0.92. The slice
views of the reconstruction in Figures 25–27 show that the filter properly tracks the position of the surface, as observed in the
vesicle test case of the previous section.
The reconstruction of the carotid vessels at the level of the aortic arch is more inaccurate as shown by Figure 28(D) and

Figure 29(h), plane z = 4.0, where the Dice coefficient is 0.87. Without a priori knowledge, the beginning of the three vessels
is difficult to identify. The manual segmentation faces the same challenge as the reconstruction.
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The quality of the reconstruction is reasonable for low range of variation of the user-defined parameters  and ΔN . Typically
for � ∈ [7000, 8000], the following parameter values,  = 0.8 − 2.0, ΔN = 3 − 4, ensure proper segmentations. The value
ΔN = 2 can be very restrictive, especially for the systolic phase where the window of local displacement can be larger than
2 voxels. The parameters have been set uniformly and constant in time. One could provide finer setting adapted to the location
peak systolic phase in time. The aorta is relatively static during the diastolic phase, so that havingΔN = 4 can make the position
observer sensitive to local velocity noise. For �a = 8000,  = 0.8, the sensitivity of the filter reconstruction has been tested
for the different values ΔN = 2 − 4, as shown in Figure 30. The the sensitivity of the reconstruction to the free parameters is
more significative during the systolic phase (time t20). Large values of  result in segmentation errors due to intensity gradient
artefacts (false minima). Consequently the method can be rapidly trapped by another surrounding vessels. As also observed in
the vesicle test case, the method is not very sensitive to the values of �a and � in the ranges �a ∈ [7000, 8000] and � ∈ [30, 50].
Those levels have to be adjusted depending on the mesh refinement.

(a) t0. (b) t4.

(c) t7. (d) t20.

FIGURE 30 Slice view in a place parallel to the inlet at initialization for �a = 8000,  = 0.8. Cyan : ΔN = 2, Magenta :
ΔN = 3. Yellow : ΔN = 4

5 CONCLUSION

We introduced a novel approach to track the aortic wall motion from medical imaging data. Geometrical configuration and
Lagrangian deformation of the wall are estimated from one patient specific reconstruction and the complete 4D MRI data set
(magnitude and flow series). The magnitude image sequences are interpreted as geometrical information and the flow series as
kinematical prior. The reconstruction does not require any pre-processing on the image sequences (smoothing, segmentation,
contouring, etc.). The tracking is based on Kalman filter with ad hoc position observation operator which converts grayscale
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image sequences into a geometrical position given a patient specific prior. The Kalman filter provides a quantification of the
uncertainty on the reconstruction.
The method was extensively investigated on a 2D synthetic example to track the deformation of a vesicle immersed in an

incompressible flow. To this purpose, synthetic data has been generated to mimic 4D flow (image sequences and volumetric
velocity). The results showed that the method achieves proper tracking of the surface of the vesicle and pointed out the depen-
dance of the parameters on the data quality (image and velocity). A promising tracking of the aorta has been obtained from real
4D Flow MRI and a patient specific initial configuration. The quality of the tracking has been assessed by comparing with one
manual reconstruction.
The proposed algorithm is currently being tested on a cohort of patients exams acquired with the same MR machine. The

method is not limited to the tracking of the aorta, and might be used to reconstruct the motion of other cardiovascular parts
(cardiac wall, pulmonary artery, etc.), as long as 4DMRI acquisition is available with a patient specific initial configuration. The
initial configuration could be generated from different approaches (MRA, reconstructed MRA, one time reconstruction, etc.). A
forthcoming extension of this work will address estate estimation in fluid-structure simulations of the aorta from 4D MRI data,
by exploiting the complete dynamical information obtained with the present tracking approach.
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